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Evaluation of the ESRI Geoportal Toolkit by GeoMAPP Members
The Geoportal Server supports standards-based clearinghouse and metadata discovery
applications. During the period of the GeoMAPP grant, the Kentucky Division of
Geographic Information, the Utah Automated Geographic Reference Center, and the
Montana State Library each evaluated the ESRI Geoportal Toolkit (GPT), which has
been re-named as Geoportal Extension in its most recent release. According to ESRI,
the ArcGIS Server 10 Geoportal Extension (also called Geoportal Server) is “a free,
open source product that enables discovery and use of geospatial resources including
datasets, rasters, and Web services. It helps organizations manage and publish
metadata for their geospatial resources to let users discover and connect to those
resources.” Since the GPT contains open source tools that provide configurable access
to resources stored in ESRI format, users are able to customize the interface.
According to the Kentucky GPT review “the new Geoportal brings new functionality to
the table. Records can be shared using Web 2.0 tools, records can be discovered and
sorted by date range, topics can be easily browsed by ISO categories, and results can
be accessed and exposed using REST, JSON, FRAGMENT, KML, HTML and GeoRSS.
These new tools and the ability to pass it URL query strings make it a more attractive
way for our publishers to distribute their metadata and user feedback indicates that they
like the new interface and that additional search, discovery, and sharing options.” Each
of these reviews by GIS professionals familiar with ESRI software describe GPT as very
difficult to install and list a number of shortcomings in its user interface.
The papers suggest that the GeoPortal Toolkit may be a viable alternative for an
archives organization as a search tool if they are in partnership with a GIS organization
that also has a need to use it. GPT does not offer assistance in managing the files in an
archive or any search functions tailored for non-geospatial data. These papers describe
the challenges encountered in using this software and point out several areas where
customization of the default user interface would likely be necessary in order to make it a
useful discovery tool for geospatial data stored in an archive. For example, the Montana
review points out that the date search on GPT site default works against the date the
metadata was last loaded in the Portal. This is independent of any date contained in or
associated with the metadata file that would reflect the appropriate time period of the
data.

Utility of the ESRI GeoPortal Toolkit as a
Tool for Accessing Archived Geographic data.
Gerry Daumiller
Montana State Library
October 6, 2011

The Montana State Library has been using the ESRI GeoPortal Toolkit (GPT) application as an access
point for our on-line Geographic Information System (GIS) data collection since 2008. Our Portal is
intended to be the place where GIS data providers from across the state register the availability of their
data.
GPT is a system for storage and discovery of metadata documents. It leverages data access information
in the metadata to allow easy retrieval of the data files described by the metadata. GPT has no utility
for managing the data files themselves. Archive managers will require another system for managing
their files.
Our GPT web site is at http://gisportal.msl.mt.gov. We are currently running version 9.3.0 of GPT.
ESRI changed the name of the latest version of the product to ESRI GeoPortal Server (which is
currently at version 1.1.1) and positioned it as an open source product that you may freely use. If you
require help with it from ESRI, you may purchase a support contract. The product web page is at
http://www.esri.com/software/arcgis/geoportal. A demo Portal web site is available at
http://gptogc.esri.com/geoportal. If you register as a user of the demo site, it automatically makes you a
publisher and a site administrator, so that you may enter or upload metadata, approve it, and see how
your metadata works with the product.
This document describes our experience with GPT 9.3.0. I have, as much as possible, indicated where
my comments do not apply to version 1.1.1 of the GeoPortal Server. There is extensive technical
documentation of the GeoPortal Server at http://sourceforge.net/apps/mediawiki/geoportal.

GPT consists of:
· a database schema for storing descriptive metadata records and administrative metadata needed
to manage the collection and make it searchable. This may be enabled with your existing
enterprise database software or with open-source software provided with the GPT.
· a set of tools for ingesting descriptive metadata records. The tools validate metadata against a
standard that the GPT manager may define, populate administrative database records by pulling
elements from the descriptive metadata, and index certain fields from the descriptive metadata
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for search. There is a tool that allows publishers to create records by uploading descriptive
metadata files, a tool that allows entry of descriptive metadata in a web form, and tools for the
automatic harvest of descriptive metadata from on-line repositories such as web-accessible
folders or other GPT instances.
· a search engine (Apache Lucene) for querying the database.
· a system (LDAP) for registering and validating users, publishers, and administrators.
· a web site that provides administrative access to the metadata collection, user interaction with the
search engine, and user access to the data sets described by the database records.
Each result on the GPT search results page provides a link for retrieving a full descriptive metadata
document from the GPT database. If the metadata indicates that a data file is available on-line, the
search results page shows this and provides a link to the data. This link may be anything you want –
directly to a zipped data file, to a web page that has more information and/or options for downloading
the data, or to a live map service that may be used by GIS software. If the data are not on-line, the user
must view the descriptive metadata document and find instructions within it for obtaining the data.

Metadata formats
GPT was designed for geographic data and comes with templates for ingesting metadata in various
standard GIS formats. The templates tell GPT which descriptive metadata fields contain information
needed for the administrative database, which fields should be indexed for search, and which fields
contain information about accessing the data. The templates may specify data types and value domains
required for each metadata field, and they specify which fields are mandatory or optional. When a
publisher uploads a metadata document, GPT validates it against a template and either posts it to the
database or returns a list of reasons why it is not valid.
The Dublin Core is a supported format. GPT could be used to store metadata for non-spatial data, but it
is quite important that each record be associated with a geographic region by including fields that define
a bounding rectangle. This enables GPT’s map window as a search tool and enables the display on the
map window of the region referenced by each record in the search results.
The metadata templates are xml files that administrators of a GPT site may edit. GPT includes
documentation of the template syntax and examples of how to create custom templates.
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Our Experience with the Portal
Installation and Development
We hired ESRI to install GPT 3.1 in March 2008 and announced our Portal web site to the public in
September. The 3.1 web site was simple to work with and did not require extensive modification to
meet our needs. The areas we did most work on were defining what we required of the metadata we
were going to accept, and writing instructional documents for our publishers about writing and
publishing metadata.
ESRI released a major revision of GPT, version 9.3.0, the same month we announced our 3.1 Portal.
We started working with the 9.3.0 GPT immediately and installed it ourselves. We required extensive
consultation with ESRI to make all of the elements function as advertised. We replaced our 3.1 site
with a 9.3.0 site in October 2009.
The long period of time required for us to bring the 9.3.0 Portal on-line was due to many factors. GPT
is a complicated system that requires many services to correctly interact with each other, so the
installation was not trivial. The GPT web interface is written in Java Server Faces (JSF), and none of
our staff were familiar with this environment. It was very challenging for us to modify the JSF files to
produce the changes we wanted to make to the web site design. The new web site was completely
different than the 3.1 site, and all of the functionality was subject to extensive scrutiny by our design
committee, with a long series of requirements for modification.
There are three areas in the GPT where customization is possible. Firstly, there is a series of
configuration files where the words that appear on the web pages may be modified, links and menu
choices may be added to parts of the interface, and where the colors, images, fonts, and styles of the
presentation may be changed. Secondly, the JSF web pages may be altered directly to change the
layout or major content elements of the pages. Thirdly, the compiled Java classes that provide access to
the other elements of GPT, such as the Lucene search engine and LDAP security, may be modified.
Customizing the Web Site
We believe many design aspects of the default GPT web site are very poor. The demo of the current
Portal software at http://gptogc.esri.com still exhibits most of the poor design choices we tried to rectify
for our implementation.
·

The home page has a list of things you can do with the Portal, but little to help you figure out
how to do these things (Figure 1). We added several help links to the main body of the page
(Figure 2).
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Figure 1

Figure 2
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·

The default Search page (Figure 3) does not show all of the available search options. You have
to click on a link that brings up a pop-up window. There is no indication on the search results
page of what elements from the pop-up window were applied to the search, and any subsequent
searches will continue to apply these elements without reminding you of them. You have to
bring up the pop-up window to remove these hidden elements from your search.

Figure 3
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In our implementation of the Portal (Figure 4), we eliminated the pop-up window and brought all
of the search elements onto the main search page

Figure 4

·

The default GPT search page had a gazetteer feature. It allowed users to search for place names,
select a result, and zoom the search map to the coordinates of the selected name. This was very
confusing and it didn’t work properly, so we removed it. The default GeoPortal Server 1.1.1
search page does not have the gazetteer feature.
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The default GPT search results page (Figure 5) has links associated with each result that we feel
are poorly named. The link for downloadable data files says “Website”. We changed it to
“Download”. The link that calls up a result’s metadata in human readable format says “Details”.
We changed it to “Metadata”. The link to the XML metadata document says “Metadata”. We
changed it to “Metadata (XML)” (Figure 6).

Figure 5

Figure 6

·

The “Details” link in the default Portal launches a web page that selects and displays the
metadata elements from metadata template files rather than showing a complete metadata
document. ESRI provided us with a replacement for this web page which allows us to specify
our own stylesheet for displaying the metadata.

·

The default FGDC metadata template files had rules that did not comply with the FGDC
standard, and we had our own set of requirements for metadata. We spent considerable effort
customizing the FGDC definition files so that the Portal would automatically try to make sure we
receive metadata that meets our standard, while not requiring too much effort on the part of the
publishers.

·

The Portal has a help system with context-sensitive help that is accessible from various web
pages in the Portal site, and general information that is available from the help contents menu.
We completely re-wrote a lot of the help text and I think we may have changed the way the
navigation works. The help system in GeoPortal Server 1.1.1 looks very similar to the 9.3.0
Portal, but it has a better navigation system.
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On-line metadata entry forms.
GPT has on-line forms for creating metadata documents and submitting them to the Portal (Figure 7).
The Portal offers users a selection of metadata standards to use. Each standard has a template file that
controls the appearance of the form. These are the same template files that control how the Portal parses
the metadata, as described in the Metadata Formats section above.

Figure 7

We debated removing the option to author and upload metadata with an on-line form, because such a
form cannot support all of the features of FGDC metadata. We decided to modify it and leave it in
place. While the form is not adequate for complete technical documentation of a GIS data set, the
metadata fields in it do allow for discovery of the data and for a good non-technical description of the
data. All of our publishers have chosen to upload metadata xml documents rather than filling out the
online form. The FGDC form in the 1.1.1 release of the GeoPortal Extension seems to be much
improved, but it still has very inadequate support of many FGDC areas, such as Spatial Reference and
Entities and Attributes.

Negative aspects of our Portal experience
· The web interface is written in Java Server Faces, which we were not familiar with.
Customizing the interface was very difficult for us.
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· The default behavior of the Lucene search engine is to match complete words. A search for
“road”, for example, does not match “roads”. If you know to use wild cards and search for
“*road*”, it will match “roads” or “backroads”. We wanted to incorporate automatic partial
word matching into our version of the Portal, but were unable to do so because there were no
instructions for this in version 9.3.0 and it would have required us to author a new compiled
Java object class. The default implementation of GeoPortal Server 1.1.1 still only matches
complete words, but the Java source code is available. Instructions for creating a new object
class are available through the “Add Custom Search Criteria” link at
http://sourceforge.net/apps/mediawiki/geoportal/index.php?title=Customizations.
· The date filter on the default search interface applies to the date the metadata was first ingested
into the portal. There isn’t any option to search on the actual time period of the data. When we
implement GeoPortal Server 1.1.1, the Custom Search instructions should allow us to add an
option to search for the date(s) the data are applicable to rather than the ingest date.
· In GPT 9.3.0, there is no user-configurable unique identifier for a metadata record. There is a
field you can put in the metadata that the Portal web interface initially uses as the ID for
retrieving a record. If you delete and re-add the record, the ID number from the metadata no
longer works for retrieval. There is no identifier that you know will always work for retrieving
a specific record from the Portal. You can’t bookmark a metadata record from the Portal
because its URL might change. This appears to be fixed in the GeoPortal Server 1.1.1. I can
delete and re-add records in the demo Portal site, and it continues to use the ID number from the
metadata document as the retrieval ID.
· Each record uploaded to the Portal must be classified as a single Content Type, such as
Downloadable Data, Offline Data, or Live Data and Maps. If you have data that is accessible as
more than one content type, you must enter multiple records for the data.
· The search results page can show only one or two data access links for each result. If there are
multiple paths for accessing a file or if it is available in several formats, the metadata publisher
must experiment with how the search results page renders the options in order to figure out what
the best strategy is for helping the user see the different possibilities. One solution is to submit a
separate metadata document for each access method or data format. Another is to create a web
page that explains the different options and make the first data access URL in the metadata point
to this page.
· GPT does not offer a browse page for users who prefer this option to conducting searches. If
you push the Search button without entering any search terms, you get the entire catalog as a
result, but each page of results is very short and there is no way to sort them. We believe it will
be relatively simple in GeoPortal Server 1.1.1 for us to create a page that does this.
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Institutional issues.
Montana’s Land Information Advisory Council, the Governor’s Office, and the state Geographic
Information Officer all agreed that the State Library’s GIS Portal would be the primary point of access
to Montana state government GIS data. This made it a very important project for us and we wanted to
create a high-quality site. We had a team of our staff and representatives of one of our partner
organizations meet weekly to observe our progress on the Portal web site and provide guidance to the
developers. We wrote the Publisher’s Guide, Metadata Writing Guide, and the Portal Metadata
Standard documents that appear on the Portal home page and presented them at all of our state GIS
meetings and conferences, along with demos of our progress on the web site. We submitted the Portal
Metadata Standard to the state information services department and they accepted it as a state IT
standard. As the Portal neared its release date, we formed a focus group of GIS professionals from other
organizations. This group went through two iterations of testing the Portal and requesting changes.

Conclusions
The GeoPortal Tookit is a solution with out-of-the box capability of understanding documents written
according to several standards for GIS metadata. It has the ability to index important elements of such
metadata records for search and provides a geographically-aware web search interface. These things
would be challenging for someone to build from scratch.
We recommend that GPT be installed by a team that is comfortable with the technologies described in
the product documentation at http://sourceforge.net/apps/mediawiki/geoportal or that help be purchased
from ESRI.
If you believe you will require substantial changes to the web page at http://gptogc.esri.com/geoportal,
we strongly recommend that you have access to web programmers who are familiar with Java Server
Faces and Java object class development, or get training for your web developers. We were unable to
provide guided training to our developer and he never became proficient with the technology using the
self-guided tutorials he was able to find.
GPT does almost everything we need it to do and we are anticipating marked improvement in
GeoPortal Extension 1.1.1. There were certainly challenges in installing and implementing it, but these
were no greater than the institutional issues we faced. The Portal is one of the most important elements
of our web site and we needed it to be exactly right. GIS users from across the state are registered as
publishers in the Portal and we had to track them down and set up the infrastructure to teach them to
write metadata and publish it. If access to GIS data is a relatively minor part of your business and if
you will be the only organization loading metadata into your Portal, it might be simpler for you than
this document makes it appear.
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ESRI GeoPortal implementation testing – AGRC
Purpose
The purpose of this document is to outline AGRC’s experience in installing and
configuring the ESRI GeoPortal Server. AGRC has extensive geospatial holdings for the
state of Utah, and is always looking for new ways to expose our data to our user
community, and make it available to the public.

Discussion
ESRI’s GeoPortal Server provides a tool for GIS professionals to register their geospatial
holdings for discovery by a wider audience. AGRC’s test implementation of the
GeoPortal was performed over a few weeks due to the complexity of the underlying
components needed to drive the portal.
The installation of the GeoPortal was performed on a Windows Server 2008R2 Standard
64-bit virtual machine. The 64 bit Windows environment seemed to be the largest
stumbling block for AGRC to work around. Much of the required software for the
GeoPortal was in the process of providing support for 64 bit systems, and in some cases
was not “production ready”.
The underlying database for the GeoPortal was hosted on Microsoft SQL Server 2008R2.
The database runs in a distributed fashion, on a server that is separate from the GeoPortal
server. AGRC was able to use an existing SQL Server implementation, as well as using
existing services from our IT group such as mail server access.
For the Java JDK deployment, AGRC went with Java JDK 6, as it would support the use
of a 64 bit operating system, and integrate with the servlet container we wished to use,
Apache Tomcat 6.0.29-windows-x64. The 64 bit versions of these packages were
difficult to get installed and working together properly. As the 64 bit environment
matures in Windows, this should get easier to perform.
We implemented our own LDAP directory server for the GeoPortal test, as the
integration with the state’s existing LDAP server would have been prohibitive. We went
with the Apache Directory Server (apacheds-1.5.7) as our LDAP implementation. We
also installed and used Jxplorer (jxplorer-3.2.1) as our LDAP directory server client. The
setup and initial administration of the directory server was challenging, as we’ve not
implemented anything like it before. We wanted to be sure we understood the security
model of the GeoPortal, so we could administrate it moving forward.
Once the above pieces of software were installed and configured, we deployed and
configured the GeoPortal web application. Deployment was smooth, and configuration

followed the installation guide. After deploying the web application, the configuration
of the JDBC accounted for a large amount of time to configure and deploy correctly. We
at first attempted to use the Microsoft JDBC driver for SQL Server 2008, provided by
Microsoft, (sqljdbc4.jar). We never could get the Microsoft JDBC drivers to work
correctly for us. We ended up using the jTDS JDBC driver from jtds.sourceforge.net,
(jtds-1.2.5). Using the jTDS driver, we were finally able to make the connection between
the servlet container and the backend database.
Testing proceeded by pointing the GeoPortal at our State Geographic Information
Database (SGID), and ingesting the contents. We ingested a total of 319 records of
feature classes contained within the SGID. The ingest process did point out a few areas
where our metadata needed attention prior to being able to be ingested.
Conclusion
The ESRI GeoPortal Server while complex to setup, does offer the tools to allow GIS
data creators and GIS professionals a place to publish the metadata for their geospatial
resources, as well as offering a central location for consumers of GIS data to discover
data that interests them.

Implementation of the ESRI ArcGIS Server Geoportal Extension
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Kentucky Division of Geographic Information (DGI)
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Purpose
This document provides an overview of the both the experience of implementing ESRI ArcGIS
Server Geoportal and how the Geoportal functionality can play a role in cataloguing geospatial
resources within an archival workflow. The feedback provided in the document will be provided to
ESRI for their consideration as well.

Metadataexplorer
Kentucky was one of the first states to implement ESRI’s metadata services technology. Back in
2002, this was based on ArcIMS and the services were exposed through the “metadataexplorer”,
a Java-based application that was hosted on the Kentucky Geography Network or KYGEONET
(http://kygeonet.ky.gov). Publisher’s fed the service by providing XML-based metadata that was
authored using built-in tools within ArcCatalog. The functionality
of the metadataexplorer was quite rich and was very
customizable and easy to interact with. Additionally, the ability to
pass the application a variety of URL query strings was very
useful. It was very easy for publishers to construct query strings
that directed users to all of their record, a subset, or even a
particular document. The publishers leveraged this functionality
by putting a variety of links on their websites so as to direct users
to their metadata records on the KYGEONET.

Geographicexplorer
In 2007, ESRI released an upgraded version of the metadataexplorer call the geographic
explorer. It was an optional install that came with ArcIMS on the Java CD. Our ESRI Regional
Office asked us to give it a try and they devoted two days of staff time to assist us in the
implementation. In the end, the implementation piece was fairly straightforward.
Once in production we noticed some new
features that were very useful, such as the
ability to sort your results by
ascending/descending dates and to view the
results in a list or gallery that made very good
use of the thumbnails. However, one very
important piece of functionality was removed,
the ability to pass the application a query string
that would provide a specific set of results.
For example, with the metadataxplorer one
could pass it a query string that would show all
the metadata records that contained the
keyword = KDFWR, the acronym for the
Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife
Resources. They inserted this keyword into
each record thus users could easily access all of their records from a single link on the KDFWR
website. A query string with the Doc UUID could also be passed to gain direct access to a single
record with the metadataexplorer, however this was not possible with the geographicexplorer.
In the end, users really liked the new interface and the application was a little faster, however the
publishers, the ones that feed it, did not like the lost functionality. As a result, we turned the
metadataexplorer application back on and left both running side-by-side as they each leveraged
the same SQL database.

Geoportal Toolkit (GPT)
In late 2008, the Geoportal Toolkit or GPT was released by ESRI. Once again, we wanted to give
this new technology a try and ESRI provided some on-site assistance. After several days of
staging work and three days on-site, the effort was abandoned. Attempts to work with ESRI’s
GPT team to resolve the issues were not successful.

ArcGIS Server Geoportal Extension
In 2009, utilizing GeoMAPP funds, DGI purchased the ArcGIS Server Geoportal Extension and
schedule some time with ESRI to come on-site and do an install. DGI spent about 3 full days
working to stage all the media, downloads, and other components necessary for the install. The
plan was to host the instance directly on the KYGEONET server as with the other
implementations. The appropriate versions of Tomcat, Apache Directory Server, and components
were ready to go when ESRI arrived and the database setup on DGI’s SQL server went very well.
However, by the end of the first day it was obvious that things were not going well. It seemed as
though about 85% of what needed to work was functioning but some components just would not
function. The ESRI Geoportal Team was consulted and they determined, after some thought, that
the Geoportal app could not be implemented on the same server as an existing ArcIMS instance
unless the servlet connector could be aliased. Their recommendation was to install it on the same
box as ArcGIS Server if possible.
A few months and a couple
releases later, version 9.3.1
SP2 of the Geoportal was on
the street and time was
allocated to try the install once
again. In this instance, the
implementation went much
better, however there were a
few little issues that it took a
couple weeks to resolve. The
main thing being that the
Apache Directory Service
would fail at system startup.
The fix was to set it for a
delayed startup and then it
worked flawlessly. Secondly,
when using the IE8 browser,
the search map would not
draw in the correct location on the search or details pages. Selecting compatibility mode in IE8
ended up being the only way to resolve this issue.
One the implementation was stable and we’d customized the look and feel a bit, we began the
task of migrating all the records from the older metadata database into the new database with it’s
new schema. This ended up being a long drawn out process that required DGI to interact with
each of over 550 individual metadata records. This was not a good experience, but anyone that
was implementing it from scratch would not have to deal with this problem. Essentially, we had to
setup accounts for all of our publishers in the new Directory Services schema, then harvest all the
records from our existing ArcIMS metadata service, then associate the appropriate owner with
each given record using the browser-based Administration tools and the admin account. During
this process, many thumbnail images were lost. We are still working with ESRI on that issue.
We then learned that the tool for ArcCatalog that was to allow users to edit their records would
not function, but ArcCatalog could still be used to edit the metadata XML files. All of our
publishers utilize ArcCatalog for metadata compilation thus it was good that they could still use a
familiar environment for this task.

The new Geoportal also includes an integrated browser-based form for metadata creation. It is a
nice tool and is great for CAD users or anyone that doesn’t have the ArcCatalog tools for
metadata creation on their desktop. But, for some reason, you cannot use the tool to edit a
metadata record that has been uploaded. That would be a nice feature to have in future releases.
One feature that was lost with the geographicexplorer was returned in the new Geoportal. That is
the ability to pass a URL query string to launch the search results page in a particular manner.
Passing a Doc UUID is easy, but we had to implement a small piece of ESRI-provided code to
pass it a keyword.
The browse tab was not present in the 9.3.1 SP2 release, but ESRI provided the code from the
10.0 release so that we could regain this functionality. This was the main manner in which a user
could sort and browse records according to the ISO categories. It is good to know this is standard
in the 10.0 release of the Geoportal.
Synchronizing our service with the Geospatial One Stop (GOS) was fairly easy. We deleted all of
our records from the old ArcIMS metadata service and then deleted that harvesting setup
altogether. At that point, we shut down our ArcIMS metadata service as well as both the
metadataexplorer and the geographicexplorer applications. A new CS-W harvest was registered
with GOS and a successful harvest was accomplished. However, we noted that about 50 records
were rejected. Working with GOS staff we learned that their bounding box coordinates were
invalid and sure enough they were. But, this begs the question of why they were accepted from
the ArcIMS metadata service, but not the CS-W Geoportal service. We were told that it was due
to the different schema utilized at those releases. So now DGI must work with its publishers oneon-one to clean up the ~50 records with bad bounding box information.

Summary
There is no doubt that the new Geoportal brings new functionality to the table. Records can be
shared using Web 2.0 tools, records can be discovered and sorted by date range, topics can be
easily browsed by ISO categories, and results can be accessed and exposed using REST, JSON,
FRAGMENT, KML, HTML and GeoRSS. These new tools and the ability to pass it URL query
strings makes it a more attractive way for our publishers to distribute their metadata and user
feedback indicates that they like the new interface and that additional search, discovery, and
sharing options.
From an archival perspective, it provides a very good tool for browsing by ISO categories that is
much better than the previous implementations and the ability to discover metadata by date range
will assist users that wish to find archival records for particular periods. Documentation provided
along with the Geoportal details how to add additional data types or data themes. We may
explore this as a way to create a specific “archival” theme or type. It would then be easy for KDLA
to direct users to these records on the Geoportal At this time only a few “archival” type records
exist on the KYGEONET but there are plans to add more in the near future.

